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ABSTRACT
The IBM Single Source Research Compiler for the Cell processor (the SSC Research Compiler) was developed to manage the complexity of programming the heterogeneous multicore Cell processor. The compiler accepts conventional source programs as input, and automatically generates binaries that execute on both the PPU and SPU cores available on a Cell chip. The compiler uses a software cache and direct buffers to manage data in the small local memory of SPUs. However, irregular references, such as a[ind[i]], often become performance bottlenecks. These references are accessed through software cache, usually with high miss rates. To solve this problem, we propose a method to prefetch irregular references accessed through a software cache that is built upon hardware such as Cell. This method includes code transformation in the compiler and a runtime library component for the software cache. Our design simplifies the synchronization required when prefetching into software cache, overlaps DMA operations for misses, and avoids frequent context switching to the miss handler. It also minimizes the cache pollution caused by prefetching, by looking both forwards and backwards through the sequence of addresses to be prefetched. We evaluated our prefetching method using the NAS benchmarks. We found that when applicable, our prefetching can improve the performance of some benchmarks by 2 times on average, and by close to 4 times in the best case. We also present data to show the impact of different configurations and optimizations when prefetching in a software cache.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In heterogeneous multi-core systems, reducing hardware complexity and minimizing power consumption are important design considerations. Providing each of the accelerator cores in such systems with its own fast local memory is one means of accomplishing this goal. Typically, such systems will not provide hardware supported coherence between these local memories and the global system memory. When an application (both code and data) fit within the local memory, good performance can be guaranteed. Such a feature is critical for real time applications. The Cell Broadband Engine Architecture (CBEA) [10, 9] is one example of such a heterogeneous multi-core system. It includes on a chip a PPE core, and 8 SPE cores each with 256KB fast local memory, as well as a globally coherent DMA engine for transferring data between local memories and the shared system memory (Figure 1). This novel memory design, suited for generating high performance for a variety of applications, including games, graphics, etc., nonetheless requires careful programming to obtain top performance. Developing techniques to enhance the programmability of these types of architectures is currently an area of active research.

To ease the programming for the Cell architecture, a single source compiler (the SSC Research Compiler) has been proposed by IBM Research [20, 8]. This compiler abstracts the complexity of the underlying memory hierarchy, and presents the programmer with a single shared memory image. It takes conventional source code with OpenMP pragmas as input and generates binaries to be executed on both the PPU and SPUs. In this approach, the programmer can still program using a traditional shared memory programming model, yet still exploit the local memories for efficiency
and performance. The compiler is responsible for managing data transfers transparently, while still ensuring correctness and performance. In the compiler, two complementary strategies for data management are employed: a compiler controlled, software managed cache, and direct buffering of data transfers. In the compiler managed software cache, a portion of the local memory is allocated for the cache lines. Every load/store to system memory is instrumented with cache related instructions to go through software cache lookup operations, and cache miss handling when needed, at runtime. This approach is able to handle all data references uniformly through the cache and capture data reuse that occurs. However, this is typically an expensive approach since the data cache is completely implemented in software. For each data reference going through software cache, there will be a lookup overhead of approximately twenty cycles. If the lookup misses, miss handling has to be invoked, the overhead of which is an order of magnitude higher due to DMA operations. In practice, additional optimizations have to complement the basic software cache scheme in order to provide reasonable performance.

For regular data accesses, direct buffering optimizations are implemented. In direct buffering, temporary buffers are provided in the SPE local store and DMA is used to transfer chunks of data to be accessed by the SPE to these local buffers. Each reference to a load/store to system memory is then replaced with the direct load/store to the buffer at compile time. In this way, both the software cache lookup cost and the miss handling cost are eliminated. The DMA transfer chunk can adapt to the application instead of being determined by the fixed cache line length. Direct buffering is usually combined with loop blocking to limit the size of the local buffer required. Loop blocking is a combination of loop strip-mining and loop interchanging. As a result, the footprint of data accesses in the innermost loop nest is bounded by the loop blocking factors, which are constants. Since the mapping between references and buffers is done at compile time, direct buffering only optimizes references with regular data accesses and known alias and data dependence information.

In the Cell SSC Research Compiler, direct buffering and software cache are integrated such that direct buffering optimizes regular data accesses and the software cache is used as a fall-back solution. However, irregular references, such as a[ind[i]], frequently become the performance bottleneck in the SSC Research Compiler. These references cannot be optimized by direct buffering and have to be accessed through software cache. Moreover, the cache miss rate for these references is usually high, resulting in a large number of cache misses. The function call overhead for the cache miss handler procedure and the blocking DMA operations issued by the miss handler impose a huge overhead in execution. To solve this problem, we propose a method to prefetch irregular references for a software cache such as that provided on the Cell architecture. The prefetching we are addressing is quite different from the traditional prefetching for hardware cache [25]. Traditionally, hardware based prefetching has good control of the hardware cache but lacks understanding of the program behavior. On the other hand, software (compiler) based prefetching for hardware cache has a better understanding of the software behavior, but it is constrained by a very limited interface to the hardware cache. In our case, both the data cache and the prefetching scheme are implemented in software and are completely under our control. This is a critical point to differentiate our work, and this property brings us both unique challenges and opportunities. For example, in our case, we can easily implement prefetching strategies involving a lot of interaction between the prefetching scheme and the data cache itself, which has been previously difficult to do. In addition, certain optimization opportunities only exist in our all-software set up. On the other hand, we have to be very careful with the overhead we introduce. The overlapping or efficient synchronization implemented in a hardware cache does not exist in the software cache. Also, we have to consider the characteristics of DMA operations to reduce prefetch overhead and improve performance [15]. We will detail the unique opportunities and challenges in later sections.

In our work, we devise an efficient prefetching method, which integrates code transformation in the compiler and runtime library implementation for a software cache. The compiler applies loop blocking and loop distribution to the loop that contains the irregular reference pattern targeted by our optimization. Loop distribution is intended to separate the original loop into a loop to collect the addresses of the irregular references, and a loop to execute the original computation. Between them, a runtime prefetching call is inserted. In that prefetching call, the irregular references for a chunk of iterations are prefetched and will be used by the following computation loop. This design reduces frequent jumps to the miss handler, avoids complicated synchronization checks to determine if the prefetching data transfer is complete, and overlaps the DMA operations for different misses. Let us call the number of iterations to be prefetched by one prefetching call the prefetching range, which is controlled by the loop blocking factor. Since the addresses to be prefetched in the prefetching range are available, we are able to optimize the cache replacement. We try to reduce the cache pollution caused by prefetching by looking ahead to see what cache blocks will be needed in the following iterations, and by looking back to see what cache blocks have just been brought into cache by previous iterations. When traditional loop blocking with a constant block factor is used, the prefetching range is statically determined at compile time. We also propose a special code transformation that enables the prefetching range to be dynamically determined by the prefetching runtime library. The static prefetching range is simple while the dynamic prefetching range can adapt to different cache miss rates, neither underutilizing nor overflowing the cache. Furthermore, we can even remove the cache lookups in the computation loop, if each prefetching call for the dynamic prefetching range stops when the first associativity conflict occurs, and it locks the prefetched blocks as needed.

We evaluated our scheme using the NAS benchmarks. We found that our prefetching can improve the performance of the most time critical loops (those that take up more than 95% of the total execution time) in IS and CG, and one trivial loop in FT, by 2–4 times. We also present the impact of the prefetching range and two pollution reducing optimizations, revealing to readers some insight about prefetching in a software cache.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- A method to support prefetching for software controlled cache, using compiler transformations integrated
with runtime library services. It accounts for high latency DMA operations, the overhead of a software cache implementation, and no hardware support for prefetching. The runtime library services are designed to optimize the use of available DMA operations, and overlap some DMA overhead time with data transfer time.

- A facility to dynamically adjust the amount of data prefetched based on runtime cache usage. This enables executing a loop using alternating phases of prefetch and compute, where each prefetch phase brings in just the amount of data that will maximize cache utilization for that execution instance.

- New cache placement/replacement policies for prefetching in software cache. Since the address collection loop used for prefetching provides knowledge about a window of future accesses, the cache placement/replacement policy can be aggressively optimized. However, experiments show that the policy optimization has to be balanced with the runtime overhead due to implementing these policies in software. Thus, multiple new policies have been developed and evaluated.

While we demonstrate our approach on the Cell processor, the techniques described in this paper are generally applicable to systems with software-controlled memory caches, as discussed in section 5.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem within the SSC Research Compiler framework; our solution for prefetching, which integrates both compiler transformations and runtime libraries, is presented in section 3; experimental results are shown in section 4 to demonstrate the efficiency of our solution and to provide some insight about how the prefetching works; a description of related work can be found in section 5; and we conclude this paper with section 6.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the SSC Research Compiler, global data resides in the main memory. The thread running on SPU can access its local memory directly, or transfer data from main memory to its local memory using DMA operations. The SSC Research Compiler provides mechanisms to automatically manage the DMA and local memory.

Software data cache is the basic mechanism for data management in the SSC Research Compiler. It works in a way similar to a hardware data cache, but it is implemented in software. In the current SSC Research Compiler implementation, the software data cache is a four-way associative cache and has a block size of 128B and 512 blocks, giving a total size of 64KB. There is a cache directory recording meta-data for the cache. It contains three major pieces of information for a cache block: cache tag, data pointer and dirty bits. The cache tag records the system memory address for the data in the cache block, as in a hardware cache. The data pointer contains a pointer to a 128B local store space, recording where the cache block is in the local store. Dirty bits for a cache block record which bytes in the block have been modified by this thread. Since there is no hardware cache coherence, dirty bits are mandatory for proper coherence maintenance in a multi-threading environment. The cache directory can be further extended to include other information such as special flags to lock a cache block.

The compiler replaces loads and stores to system memory in the SPE code with instructions that explicitly look up the system memory address in the cache directory of the software cache. If a cache block for the system memory address is found in the directory (which means a cache hit), the value in the cache is used. Otherwise, it is a cache miss. For a miss, the miss handler function is invoked. The miss handler needs to allocate space for the incoming cache block. If there is an unused block in the cache set, the miss handler simply uses it. If not, the miss handler selects and evicts a block. If every bit has been modified in the block to be evicted, then a DMA put operation is used to perform the eviction. Otherwise, an atomic update operation supported by the SPE DMA engine is used. After cache block eviction, DMA is issued to bring in data for the miss. The miss handler simulates a FIFO replacement policy by rotating the blocks in a cache set.

It is expensive to use the software data cache, and it incurs significant runtime overhead due to the cost of cache lookups and miss handling. Some data references are regular references from the point-of-view of compiler optimizations. These references occur within a loop, and the memory addresses that they refer to can be expressed using affine expressions of loop induction variables. For such regular accesses to shared data, we avoid using the software cache, and apply the direct buffering optimization instead. Direct buffering allocates temporary buffers for regularly accessed data in the SPE local store. For read references, it initializes the buffer with a DMA get operation before the loop executes. For write references, it writes out the data from the buffer using a DMA put operation after the loop finishes execution. The compiler statically generates these DMA get and put operations. The compiler also transforms the loop body so that the SPE computation code directly accesses the local buffer without incurring any software cache overhead. Furthermore, DMA operations can be overlapped with computation by using multiple buffers. The compiler can choose the proper buffering scheme and buffer size to optimize execution time and space [3].

We will illustrate irregular data accesses using an example extracted from CG in the NAS benchmark suite. This loop, at line 435 in procedure conj_grad, is the most time-consuming loop in this benchmark. It is the innermost loop in a two level loop nest. The loop, with normalized and simplified loop boundaries, is shown in Figure 2(a). The references a[k] and colidx[k] are regular references and can be optimized with direct buffering. To limit the size of the buffer required by direct buffering, this loop is blocked into two loops. Buffers are allocated and freed, DMA operations are added, and the corresponding references are replaced. The buffer management and DMA operations are supported by runtime libraries. The high-level output code with block factor BF is illustrated in Figure 2(b).

Direct buffering is an efficient way to make use of the local memory. Large chunks of data are transferred through DMA operations. The data in local memory is directly accessed without extra overhead. Direct buffering can optimize references with continuous addresses (stride-1) and regular discontinuous addresses (stride-n). However, references with complicated control flow or data dependence cannot be handled by direct buffering. Instead, the software cache has to
The software cache is able to exploit data reuse at runtime, with extra cache lookup overhead for every reference, and cache maintenance overhead for every miss. As long as data locality is good, the performance of the software cache is acceptable.

However, irregular reference patterns may be a problem for both direct buffering and the software cache. The subscripted subscript array is a common example. In the previous example, \( p[d2[k-kk*BF]] \) is such a reference. If the values of the index array, namely the subscript, scatter without much locality, it will result in a high miss rate. Such cache misses with irregular reference patterns are a problem for traditional hardware caches. This problem is even worse for a software cache due to:

- Overhead of blocked DMA operations. The program has to wait for the DMA transfer to finish before proceeding. This is similar to stalls for cache misses in an in-order machine.
- Overhead of frequent jumps to the miss handler function. Each cache miss is served by a miss handler function, which incurs an overhead for context switching.

Prefetching is a technique that can be used to reduce the overhead of cache misses. It is applied to data accesses that are likely to exhibit a high miss rate, and it works by issuing ahead-of-time cache requests for data that is expected to be accessed some distance further along in the computation. Prefetching helps because it enables overlapping cache miss latency with ongoing computation, thus reducing the amount of execution time wasted stalling for data transfers in the memory hierarchy. prefetching can be done in hardware or software, but hardware prefetching generally targets only regular or patterned accesses, while we target irregular accesses. Our solution uses software prefetching, but unlike traditional software prefetching techniques, it aggregates a number of prefetch requests across multiple loop iterations, and issues all of them together. This design is important considering that we target a system with no hardware support for caching or speculation, instead using a software cache and software-directed DMA commands for all data transfers. Traditional software prefetching uses special prefetch commands provided by the hardware cache and may use a separate thread to issue prefetch requests. In the Cell SPE, the context switching overhead for multiple threads can be very high, so we transform code to introduce DMA transfers for prefetching earlier on within the same instruction sequence. Since DMA transfers are software-directed, all synchronization for completion of data transfers and data availability has to be handled in software, and the overhead for doing this can be high relative to using hardware cache prefetch mechanisms. Furthermore, lack of support for speculative execution requires that we ensure the prefetch requests are issued for valid memory addresses. This precludes prefetch optimizations that speculate on the addresses to prefetch data from.

While the use of DMA and a software cache makes our prefetching problem more challenging, it also uncovers more opportunities for optimization. Since DMA transfers use a very high bandwidth bus, we can overlap the transfer of a large amount of data when prefetching. Also, since the cache is completely under software control, we can use compiler and runtime analysis to adapt the cache placement and replacement policies used when prefetching data.

### 3. PREFETCHING SCHEME

Our solution contains two parts: compiler transformation and runtime library support. The compiler transformation splits the loop containing an irregular reference into two loops. The first loop, called the address collecting loop, collects the addresses of all data accessed by the irregular reference. This loop must gather exactly those addresses used in the original loop, since we do not use speculation when issuing DMA commands for prefetching. The second loop, called the computation loop, performs the computation in the original loop. Between these two loops, the compiler inserts a call to the runtime library to try and prefetch all the addresses collected. As a result, most cache misses that would have occurred in the original loop will be handled in the runtime prefetching call, and the irregular reference in the computation loop will incur less overhead from jumping to the miss handler routine. Using a single runtime call to handle prefetching for multiple irregular references allows us to overlap DMA operations. It also simplifies synchronization for these multiple DMA operations since the prefetched values will not be needed until the second computation loop begins execution. We use Loop 1.2 as an example to demonstrate our prefetching method in Figure 3.

It is possible for a loop to contain more than one irregular reference. If the addresses accessed by these references do not depend on each other, we will be able to collect addresses...
for multiple irregular references in a single address collecting loop. If they do depend on each other, we will have to generate multiple levels of prefetching. For example, if we have expressions such as $a[b[i][j]]$, or $*(p+(i+k))$ where $p$ is a two-level pointer, we need multiple levels of prefetching. In this case, the computation loop of the $n^{th}$ level and the address collection loop of the $(n-1)^{th}$ level can be merged.

It is important to notice that in our method, one runtime call for prefetching will prefetch data for a number of loop iterations, not just a single reference. The prefetching range is the number of iterations to prefetch data in one runtime prefetching call. The prefetching range for a loop does not have to be the same as the block factor for direct buffering. Loops can be further blocked to allow for a smaller prefetching range. However, the prefetching range cannot be larger than the block factor for direct buffering because the size of the index array used for collecting prefetch addresses is limited by the block factor used in direct buffering. When the prefetching range is determined at compile time, it is called static prefetching range. We will focus on this simple case first. The loop can also be transformed in a way such that the prefetching range is controlled dynamically at runtime. We will discuss the use of a dynamic prefetching range and its advantages in sections 3.5 and 3.6.

### 3.1 Code Transformation

To apply our software prefetching technique, we first need to identify memory accesses in the code that are suitable targets, i.e. memory accesses that are irregular references and that suffer from high miss rates. Currently, we use pattern matching to identify irregular references. Also, though not incorporated in our system yet, profiling can help detect references with high miss rates.

To determine which irregular references to prefetch, we consider all memory references within the innermost normalized loops, i.e. loops that are suitable targets for direct buffering optimization. If the address accessed by a memory reference is not computed as an affine function of the loop index variable, and there are no loop-carried dependencies between statements used in the address computation, then that memory reference is a candidate for our optimization. For simplicity, we apply our prefetching optimization only for loops where all memory accesses are covered either by direct buffering or by the prefetching optimization. However, our technique is also applicable to loops containing residual memory references that are accessed through the default software cache mechanism.

Once we have identified loops containing irregular memory references to target, we transform the code for these loops by distributing them into an address collection loop and a computation loop. The address collection loop comprises of all statements that contribute to computing the address of the irregular memory references. A store statement is introduced into the address collection loop. This statement records addresses accessed by the irregular memory reference across all loop iterations, writing them into a temporary array, addr_buf. The loop iteration variable is used to index addr_buf, and it determines the element of addr_buf that contains the address of the irregular access in the corresponding loop iteration. The second computation loop is a copy of the original loop. It is possible to optimize the computation loop by applying a transformation analogous to common subexpression elimination, and removing redundant computation statements common to both loops. However, we do not consider such optimizations in our initial implementation. We insert runtime library calls for prefetching between the address collection loop and the computation loop.

### 3.2 Runtime Library Interface

To prefetch data for accesses due to one irregular reference in the loop, the runtime must know the address array and the size of data to prefetch for addresses recorded in this array. To prefetch data for more than one irregular reference in the loop, we define two library functions, pf_register and pf_do. pf_register is used to record information needed to prefetch data for a single irregular reference. pf_do is used to actually perform prefetching. Compiler code transformation will insert a call to pf_register for each irregular reference in the loop, followed by a single call to pf_do. The interface definition for pf_register and pf_do is in Figure 4.

Each pf_register call simply saves all its parameters into an array of structures used to record this information for the subsequent pf_do call. When pf_do is invoked, it executes a loop that iterates over the prefetching range. In each iteration, all registered reference addresses are checked to see if data corresponding to the address already exists in the software cache. If it is not in cache yet, prefetching is performed. We will discuss details about prefetching in the following subsections. In pf_do requests to prefetch for multiple references are interleaved without bias for any reference. Also, for addresses corresponding to a single reference, the order of prefetching follows the order in which data is used in iterations of the computation loop.

### 3.3 Optimizing DMA Operations

Each processing element on the Cell chip is connected to a high bandwidth (up to 96 Bytes/cycle) Element Interconnect Bus (EIB) via links that can support up to 16 Bytes/cycle [13]. Each DMA request can be issued with a 5-bit tag without blocking, and then a DMA wait operation for that tag can be executed to guarantee that DMA requests with that tag have been completed. The DMA engine can buffer up to 16 DMA transfer commands, thus allowing concurrent data transfer on the EIB bus for up to 16 DMA requests issued in the SPE code. Since the DMA engine can process and queue multiple DMA requests, it is possible to overlap the latency of subsequently issued DMA requests with the data transfer latency of previously issued DMA requests.

To make prefetching fast, we use two tags and non-blocking DMA. We issue 8 DMA requests with tag 1, then wait for completion of DMA requests previously issued with tag 2, then issue another 8 DMA requests with tag 2, and then wait for DMA requests previously issued with tag 1. This is done repeatedly in a cycle for successive DMA operations. The
Prefetching may pollute the cache if the prefetched blocks cause some useful data to be evicted. In our prefetching method, there is no speculation and all prefetched data is useful. No unnecessary blocks are prefetched into the cache. However, we prefetch a bunch of references at once and consume them later. Such burst prefetching increases the likelihood that pollution will occur. For ordinary cache accesses, the software cache simulates the FIFO policy by rotating the blocks in a set whenever a cache miss is serviced. In this section, we describe new policies that can reduce pollution when used in conjunction with our prefetching mechanism.

In general, the optimal replacement policy is to replace the block that will be used farthest in the future. Implementing this policy needs knowledge of future references. Fortunately, we know the sequence of addresses to be prefetched within the prefetching range when pfdo is called. This provides at least partial knowledge of future references for optimization. In many cases, most other references in the loop are optimized by direct buffering, and as a result the major impact of pollution is primarily on prefetched data itself. Thus, we can potentially minimize pollution if we use smart cache placement when prefetching. Since we prefetch a bunch of references together without immediately using any of them, we do not want to replace a block that just has been brought in by prefetching. If that block is replaced, it will cause a miss in the computation loop, which may replace another prefetched block that has not been used as yet. It is definitely a bad decision to replace a prefetched block. In summary, in order to reduce pollution due to prefetching, we have to look ahead to determine which blocks will be used, and look back to determine which blocks have just been prefetched.

It is expensive to check which block is the farthest reference each time a block is to be replaced. Instead, we can approximate this policy with one scan of the addresses collected within the prefetching range. Before any prefetch requests are issued, all the addresses to prefetch are looked up in the cache. The hit blocks, namely those that are to be used in the computation loop, are sorted in the set as follows: for an N-way cache, the blocks from nearest use to farthest use are placed from way[N-1] to way[0]. This is the look-ahead policy. To track which blocks have been prefetched, we also allocate an integer variable, called pf_top, for each cache set and initialize it to zero. Our policy will maintain that if pf_top equals to k, the ways from 0 to k-1 are blocks that are either a hit block or a block brought into the cache in the last prefetching call. We call this policy the look-back policy. When another block needs to be prefetched into a set with pf_top=N, it results in an associativity conflict. In such cases, we cannot replace any block in the set and have to skip prefetching the reference, because all ways are occupied and needed in previous iterations. The skipped prefetches will result in cache misses in the computation loop. When using the default look-back policy, these cache misses are serviced by always evicting way[0] of the corresponding set. The placement algorithm that uses both look-ahead and look-back can be proven to be optimal when all cache accesses in the computation loop are those that have been subject to our prefetching optimization. Details of the look-back algorithm can be found in Figure 5.

The optimal policy, however, is quite expensive to implement. The look-ahead part is especially costly because it does not overlap with DMA operations. The look-back policy may be overlapped with DMA operations, and it is also necessary for detecting associativity conflicts when using a dynamic prefetching range (as discussed in section 3.5). In our experiments, we also tried to use the look-back policy separate from the look-ahead policy. The drawback of using just the look-back policy is that it may keep evicting and using way[0]. We change the original algorithm for look-back policy so that we always evict way[N-1], and then either rotate the ways from pf_top=N to way[0]. We call these policies “look-back+rotate” and “look-back+swap” respectively.

### 3.4 Reducing Cache Pollution

Prefetching may pollute the cache if the prefetched blocks cause some useful data to be evicted. In our prefetching method, there is no speculation and all prefetched data is useful. No unnecessary blocks are prefetched into the cache. However, we prefetch a bunch of references at once and consume them later. Such burst prefetching increases the likelihood that pollution will occur. For ordinary cache accesses, the software cache simulates the FIFO policy by rotating the blocks in a set whenever a cache miss is serviced. In this section, we describe new policies that can reduce pollution when used in conjunction with our prefetching mechanism.

In general, the optimal replacement policy is to replace the block that will be used farthest in the future. Implementing this policy needs knowledge of future references. Fortunately, we know the sequence of addresses to be prefetched within the prefetching range when pfdo is called. This provides at least partial knowledge of future references for optimization. In many cases, most other references in the loop are optimized by direct buffering, and as a result the major impact of pollution is primarily on prefetched data itself. Thus, we can potentially minimize pollution if we use smart cache placement when prefetching. Since we prefetch a bunch of references together without immediately using any of them, we do not want to replace a block that just has been brought in by prefetching. If that block is replaced, it will cause a miss in the computation loop, which may replace another prefetched block that has not been used as yet. It is definitely a bad decision to replace a prefetched block. In summary, in order to reduce pollution due to prefetching, we have to look ahead to determine which blocks will be used, and look back to determine which blocks have just been prefetched.

It is expensive to check which block is the farthest reference each time a block is to be replaced. Instead, we can approximate this policy with one scan of the addresses collected within the prefetching range. Before any prefetch requests are issued, all the addresses to prefetch are looked up in the cache. The hit blocks, namely those that are to be used in the computation loop, are sorted in the set as follows: for an N-way cache, the blocks from nearest use to farthest use are placed from way[N-1] to way[0]. This is the look-ahead policy. To track which blocks have been prefetched, we also allocate an integer variable, called pf_top, for each cache set and initialize it to zero. Our policy will maintain that if pf_top equals to k, the ways from 0 to k-1 are blocks that are either a hit block or a block brought into the cache in the last prefetching call. We call this policy the look-back policy. When another block needs to be prefetched into a set with pf_top=N, it results in an associativity conflict. In such cases, we cannot replace any block in the set and have to skip prefetching the reference, because all ways are occupied and needed in previous iterations. The skipped prefetches will result in cache misses in the computation loop. When using the default look-back policy, these cache misses are serviced by always evicting way[0] of the corresponding set. The placement algorithm that uses both look-ahead and look-back can be proven to be optimal when all cache accesses in the computation loop are those that have been subject to our prefetching optimization. Details of the look-back algorithm can be found in Figure 5.

The optimal policy, however, is quite expensive to implement. The look-ahead part is especially costly because it does not overlap with DMA operations. The look-back policy may be overlapped with DMA operations, and it is also necessary for detecting associativity conflicts when using a dynamic prefetching range (as discussed in section 3.5). In our experiments, we also tried to use the look-back policy separate from the look-ahead policy. The drawback of using just the look-back policy is that it may keep evicting and using way[0]. We change the original algorithm for look-back policy so that we always evict way[N-1], and then either rotate the ways from pf_top=N to way[0]. We call these policies “look-back+rotate” and “look-back+swap” respectively.

### 3.5 Dynamic Prefetching Range

Prefetching range is an important parameter in our prefetching scheme. On the one hand, we want the range to be large so that we have more DMA operations to be overlapped, a longer address sequence for replacement optimization, and better amortization of the prefetching call overhead over a large number of iterations. On the other hand, the prefetching range cannot be too large. If the prefetching range and hence the number of prefetches increase, some references may not be prefetched due to associativity conflicts. This will result in expensive cache misses in the computation loop. As we will see in the experimental results, different programs, or even the same program with different inputs or in different phases of execution, may reach peak performance when using different prefetching ranges. The main reason is that different loops have different cache miss rates and data locality patterns. We propose using a dynamic prefetching range to adapt our prefetching method to the runtime behavior of programs.

The key idea is that the prefetching runtime library will dynamically determine what prefetching range to use. The runtime library decides when to stop issuing DMA commands for prefetching, and move on to executing the next
Figure 6: Examples for dynamic prefetching range and lookup removal

set of iterations of the computation loop. The interface for the previous pf_do is accordingly changed to a new interface, called pf_dynamic:

```c
int pf_dynamic(int pf_lb, int pf_ub)
```

The call to pf_dynamic tries to prefetch from lower bound pf_lb up to upper bound pf_ub, but may stop early depending on certain runtime conditions. The function returns the iteration at which it stopped prefetching. This return value is used as the pf_lb value in the next call to pf_dynamic so that prefetching can continue from that iteration. Also, the code for the computation loop is transformed to enclose the computation loop within a new do-while loop that also includes a call to pf_dynamic in each iteration. The lower bound and upper bound of the computation loop are now determined by prior calls to pf_dynamic. The code for the previous example when transformed to use a dynamic prefetching range is shown in Figure 6(a).

Various rules can be designed for the stopping condition in calls to pf_dynamic. For example, we can monitor how many blocks have been prefetched, or how the execution time changes with the change in range in previous invocations. In this paper, we focus on one rule: stop prefetching when the first associativity conflict occurs, i.e. in an n-way associative cache, stop when prefetching requires the \((n+1)^{th}\) block in a set. We call this rule the no-conflict rule. It can be efficiently implemented with our look-back policy. The no-conflict rule minimizes the references skipped by prefetching, and allows further optimization in the program, as discussed in the following section.

### 3.6 Eliminating Cache Lookup

With the transformation for prefetching, we end up with two cache lookups for each prefetched reference: one lookup in the prefetching function and one in the computation loop. We can avoid the lookup in the computation loop with the no-conflict rule for dynamic range. For each prefetched reference, if the local store address of its cache block with proper offset is recorded in an array of pointers, the references in the computation loop may be replaced with a direct reference from this array of pointers. To apply this transformation for eliminating lookups in the computation loop, we must ensure that the corresponding reference is always prefetched into cache by the runtime, and that the prefetched data is not evicted from cache before its use in the computation loop. The no-conflict rule guarantees that every reference in the following computation loop is prefetched when the maximum number of cache blocks used in one loop iteration is no more than the cache associativity. To prevent premature eviction of prefetched blocks from the cache, we can ensure that there are no other references through software cache in the computation loop, i.e. all references are either through direct buffers or are optimized via our prefetching scheme. Another method to prevent premature eviction of prefetched blocks is to lock the prefetched blocks in cache, taking care to leave at least one block in each set unlocked and available for replacement.

For eliminating cache lookups, in addition to the change in the runtime library, the compiler needs to transform the code in two ways:

- Add two new parameters for pRegister. An array of pointers, called cache_buf, and a write flag are added. The array of pointers (cache_buf) is used to record the local store addresses of the prefetched data. The write flag tells the runtime library to set the dirty bits if the reference is a write. This is necessary because in our implementation the dirty bits modification is ordinarily coupled with the cache lookup, which is now eliminated.
- Remove the cache lookup for the prefetched reference in the computation loop, and replace it with a direct reference using the corresponding cache block pointer from cache_buf.

The previous example with lookup removed is illustrated in Figure 6(b).

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented our prefetching method using the IBM SSC Research Compiler for the Cell BE as a base. We inserted our code transformation in the component of this compiler that performs inter-procedural optimizations based on a high level intermediate representation. We also incorporated our prefetching runtime library into the existing software cache library for the SSC Research Compiler. We performed our experiments on a Cell blade with two 3.2GHz Cell processors and 1G memory. We used the NUMA control command, numactl, to bind our execution to the Cell processor at slot 0, and used a single SPU in this processor to run our experiments. Although our binary is able to use all 16 SPUs in the two Cell processors, we focus on results with one SPU in this paper. The impact on bus bandwidth,
memory banks, etc. when prefetching with multiple threads is an interesting topic for future work.

We evaluated our prefetching method using OpenMP versions of the NAS benchmarks. We found that prefetching occurs in three loops, one each in the benchmarks IS, CG and FT. The loops in IS and CG are the most time-consuming loops in the benchmarks, while the loop in FT is not a critical loop. We tried two data sets, CLASS A and CLASS B. We report the result of CLASS A, with the additional result of CLASS B for CG. The cache behavior of CG changes dramatically from CLASS A to CLASS B, and our algorithm adapts to changes in the input set, as illustrated by our experimental results. We also found that the loop in FT has 6 invocations, each of which has a different cache behavior.

We report them separately to show how our method works with phase changes. The data access pattern in these loops is simple: only one datum in each iteration is accessed through software cache, and only one-level prefetching is needed. We list the characteristics of these loops in Table 1.

First, in Figure 7, we report the speedup with prefetching using the prefetching configuration that is best for each individual loop (9 loops in all), and each whole program (CG-A, CG-B, FT, and IS). The base line is the program optimized with software cache and direct buffering, but without prefetching. All the loops show significant improvement in performance, with speedups ranging from 1.7 to 4. With the most important loop optimized with prefetching, the performance of the whole program of CG-A, CG-B, and IS are significantly improved. The loops with high miss rate, CG/L-B and IS/L-1, obviously benefit more from prefetching than other loops. We will compare different prefetching methods in the following discussion.

We first consider the effect of using a static value for the prefetching range. Figure 8 shows the effect on execution time when using various statically determined values for the prefetching range. The value plotted is the percentage increase in execution time compared with the minimum time across all static prefetching ranges. We observe that different loops reach their minimum execution time at different values of the static range, and they respond differently to the change in prefetching range. Since the iteration count of each invocation of the loop in CG is relatively small, the performance of CG stabilizes once the prefetching range is large enough. Since CG/L-B has a higher miss rate than CG/L-A, CG/L-B requires a smaller range (128) than CG/L-A (≥256). Loops with higher miss rates, such as FT/L-4, FT/L-5, FT/L-6 and IS/L-1, are quite sensitive to the prefetching range because cache sets, or even the entire cache may be full.

For dynamic range, we experimented with the no-conflict heuristic, which stops prefetching at the first associativity conflict. We compare its execution time with the best static range, and determine the average number of iterations for the dynamic prefetching range. The result is shown in Table 2. The execution time for dynamic range prefetching (in the first column) shows that the dynamic range can perform very close to the best static range prefetching, with at most 11% degradation in the worst case. The dynamic range determined by this heuristic is around 120 iterations, and the cache block usage is about 20%, with FT/L-4 being an outlier for this statistic. The index value in FT/L-4 is multiplied by 4, and as a result the addresses accessed are more likely to conflict in a set when using the hash function in our cache mapping implementation. As described in section 3.6, it is possible to eliminate cache lookups in the computation loop. The performance improvement after the removal of lookups, compared to the best static range performance, is shown in the second data column. All loops, except CG/L-B, now run faster than the best static range prefetching. Thus, it is profitable to use dynamic prefetching ranges.

Now we investigate the use of different replacement policies for reducing pollution. We use the optimal policy, with look-ahead and look-back in the access sequence, as the baseline to compare with future-1x, lookback, lookback+rotate and lookback+swap policy. The future-1x policy is a variant of the look-ahead policy that examines not all the addresses collected in the address collection loop, but only those addresses contained within the next n iterations, where n is the value of the last dynamic prefetching range. We chose to experiment with future-1x rather than the look-ahead policy because the latter proves to be very expensive. We report

---

**Table 1: Loop characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Type</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>No. of Reads</th>
<th>No. of Writes</th>
<th>Miss Rate</th>
<th>% of Overall Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CG/L-A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41.9%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG/L-B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41.0%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS/L-1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Performance of dynamic range**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Type</th>
<th>Dynamic Range Only</th>
<th>With Lookup Removal</th>
<th>Prefetch Range</th>
<th>Cache Block Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CG/L-A</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG/L-B</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-1</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-2</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-3</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-4</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-5</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-6</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS/L-1</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7: Speedup due to prefetching**

The figure shows the speedup due to prefetching.
Figure 8: Effect of prefetch range on the performance of basic prefetching

Table 3: Comparison of different replacement policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normalized execution time</th>
<th>Increase in cache misses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>future-1x</td>
<td>lookback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG/L-A</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG/L-B</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-1</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-2</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-4</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-5</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT/L-6</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS/L-1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The optimal policy is only optimal in the number of misses, but far from optimal in execution time. Other simpler policies are much faster, up to 4 times faster in FT/L-4 with lookback+swap policy. This is due to the high overhead of implementing the optimal policy in software. From the statistics on the number of misses, we observe that the simple policies have up to 70% more cache misses. As the hit rate increases, and therefore the scope for prefetching optimization decreases, the optimal policy fares better compared to other policies in terms of reduction in the number of cache misses. The lookback+swap policy is effective in reducing both the cache misses and the cost of implementation.

Overall, we find the best prefetching configuration to be one that uses a dynamic prefetching range with lookup removal, and a lookback+swap replacement policy.

5. RELATED WORK

There has been a lot of research done on cache prefetching [25]. Normally different cache prefetching techniques target different memory reference patterns. There are four commonly studied memory reference patterns in previous approaches: stride-1 references [13], stride-n references [19, 21, 2, 12], linked references [26, 12, 17, 22, 16] and irregular references [26, 12, 22, 23, 1, 6, 5, 11]. In our compiler, stride-1 and stride-n references are already handled by our direct buffering optimizations and they will not go through software cache. Linked references are not the focus of the work presented in this paper. Our prefetching technique targets irregular references such as A[B[i]]

We find that previous work uses one of three general approaches to tackle irregular references. First, memory references may be designated to be dependent such that an access to one reference triggers a prefetch for another reference. This approach is exemplified by work done in [26, 22]. Second, the address for the irregular reference may be pre-computed for prefetch using a separate execution thread that runs concurrent with the main execution [12, 1, 6, 5]. Third, an inspector-executor model may be used with coordinated inspector and executor execution such that the inspector computes and prefetches data before the executor uses that data in the main computation [23, 7, 11]. In general, the solution we present in this paper follows this third approach. However, unlike any prior work that we are aware of, our solution integrates with a software cache, and uses novel techniques to optimize cache usage. The combination of an address-gathering “inspector” loop and a software cache gives us unique optimization opportunities, and we exploit these in our solution to dynamically adapt the degree of prefetching based on cache utilization, and to improve the cache placement and replacement policies.

The use of a software cache allows us to better control the cache usage when prefetching, but it also presents additional challenges due to the overhead of software implementation. This overhead, together with lack of hardware support for prefetching in the Cell architecture, results in a different cost model and different design choices for our prefetching. For example, DMA operations in the Cell always expect valid system memory addresses, and the latency of DMA transfers
is high compared to conventional memory systems. Thus, unlike hardware supported prefetching techniques [1, 6, 5], we do not speculatively prefetch data in our case.

This work has focused on evaluating our prefetching technique for a software cache in the Cell BE system. However, our method is also applicable to software controlled caches on other systems, such as the MIT RAW microprocessor [18], the Stanford VMP multiprocessor [4], as well as runtime management of scratchpad memory in embedded processors such as the ARMv6, IBM 440 and 405, Motorola’s MCORE and 6812, TI TMS-370, and the Intel IXP network processor. Prior work [24] has explored dynamically managing data contained in scratchpad memory based on compiler analysis of the application code, but this work targets temporal re-use patterns, and does not consider prefetching optimizations for accesses to large arrays. The work in [14] does perform array prefetching for scratchpad memories, but it applies only to regular array accesses, and it statically determines memory usage based on compile-time heuristics.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A prefetching method targeting a software cache on the Cell processor is presented in this paper. This method consists of compiler transformations and runtime library support. The compiler will identify the irregular references to target, and distribute each of the loops containing them into an address collection loop and a computation loop. A prefetching call for all the addresses collected is inserted between the two loops. In this way, we can overlap DMA operations for prefetching and reduce the overhead of context switching for the cache miss handler. The prefetching range can be determined statically or dynamically at runtime. We also design various replacement policies that can be used with our prefetching technique. The experiments with NAS benchmarks show that our prefetching can speed up some of the benchmarks up to 4 times. The no-conflict rule for dynamic range can achieve performance close to the best static range. It can also eliminate some lookup cost, which can reduce execution time by about 10 policies, the simple ones may introduce more cache misses, but they have better performance compared to the optimal policy. This indicates that we still have potential for improvement.
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